Manufacturers Cite Uptick in Orders
Manufacturers are slightly more optimistic about the economy than other industries and the AAR says volumes for week ending November 21 are the year's best.

Retail Container Volume Projected to Increase in 2010, Breaking 31-month Slide
In addition, CIOs are more confident, saying the 2010 hiring forecast should be the strongest since the first quarter of 2009.

WDLS 3.1 is now available
The newest version of our cost-cutting warehouse management software is available to both new and existing customers.

Health Promotion Program Helps Reduce Risks for Truck Drivers
Program incorporates Web-based education and other approaches to help reduce the high health and safety risks faced by drivers. In addition, follow these top 10 tips for staying healthy during the holidays.

2009 Pros to Know
Honoring supply chain leaders demonstrating leadership during times of crisis.

Labor, Warehouse Operations & Site Selection: 10 Things You Should Know
Clearing up misunderstandings so as to make the best management decisions.

Incentives Vs. Recognition: How Do You Get Your Workers Engaged Again?
One way is to read the related article on how to delegate more effectively and hold people accountable.

Global Language Monitor: The Word Of The Year Is...
In addition, here are 15 business reasons to use this popular, no-cost service. As a bonus, we're also including how you can use it for researching the most effective time to send e-mail marketing.

Virtual events become part of the mainstream
Technology has matured to the point that a wide range of companies are now participating.

Gartner Identifies the Top 10 Strategic Technologies for 2010
In addition, we include a related article on how social networking and TV will work together, allowing consumers to connect through their big screens.

One For The Road
"It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change."

-Ray Smith, Marketing Director
rsmith@ctcodeworks.com
Twitter: @CodeworksRay

At Codeworks, we provide the tools to help you run at maximum efficiency, and that includes our e-newsletter. Starting with this issue, we will be going to an easier-to-read monthly format that features the “Top 10” most important industry news and trends.

In this season of giving, we extend a special thank you to the real “Santa’s helpers,” logistics and transportation professionals who deliver day after day. Feel free to share our updated e-newsletter with your colleagues, and from all of us at Codeworks, we wish you and yours a peaceful and blessed Holiday season.

Ray Smith, Marketing Director
rsmith@ctcodeworks.com
Twitter: @CodeworksRay

www.ctcodeworks.com, 614-389-0692

“Top 10” News & Trends

---

Codeworks, LLC
“Delivering the capability to win new business”
• Cost-cutting warehouse management system software
• Hosted and Licensed implementations
• Full-service 3PL Specialist
• Quantifiable ROI
• No-registration downloads of product info
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